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Shine is an African American folk character who emerged after World War I in toasts, blues, folk poetry, and
children's rhymes. In his new book of poems, Calvin Forbes reinvents Shine, giving him a girlfriend, Glow,
and a child, Shade. He renders the figure more melancholy and adds traces of the surreal and slapstick --
accessories "typical of the folk dibbling and dabbling as the tradition is passed along".

While only the last quarter of The Shine Poems concern Shine, all of the poems reflect a similar sensibility.
They share the narrative threads of family relationships and personal and social history while they test the
full possibilities of colloquial language and speech rhythms in verse. With its songs, blues, and quick, witty
epigrams, The Shine Poems is a collection clear, firm, funny, and playful even as it takes that inevitable turn
in the road to-ward the somber. Lyrical yet highly formalized -- "simplicity shacked up with complexity", as
Forbes puts it -- these poems resemble the Jess B. Simple short stories of Langston Hughes and take
inspiration from the Henry poems of John Berryman, the Jane poems of W. B. Yeats, and the poetry of
Sterling Brown.
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From reader reviews:

James Jean:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students since they are still students or that for all people in
the world, the particular best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that question above. Every
person has different personality and hobby per other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they
don't wish do that. You must know how great and important the book The Shine Poems. All type of book are
you able to see on many options. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Brian Freeman:

Many people spending their time period by playing outside using friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to enjoy your whole day by reading through a book.
Ugh, think reading a book can definitely hard because you have to bring the book everywhere? It okay you
can have the e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Touch screen phone. Like The Shine Poems which
is having the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's observe.

Stella Carpenter:

Is it an individual who having spare time in that case spend it whole day through watching television
programs or just laying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This The Shine Poems can be the
reply, oh how comes? A fresh book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your extra time by reading
in this completely new era is common not a geek activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Beth French:

What is your hobby? Have you heard this question when you got pupils? We believe that that question was
given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And also you know
that little person like reading or as reading become their hobby. You should know that reading is very
important in addition to book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except
your teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update regarding something by book. Numerous books that
can you decide to try be your object. One of them are these claims The Shine Poems.
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